We support state government to serve the people of Oregon.

**VISION**

By providing reliable service, accurate information and creative solutions, we strive to set the standard for good government and lead state agencies in furtherance of the Governor’s vision.

**VALUES**

- Engaging diverse and experienced perspectives results in better outcomes.
- Partnerships and collaboration pave the way for success.
- Lessons learned inform our future actions.
- Investing in the right people, ideas and tools enables us to achieve our goals.
- Governance isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach.

**KEY GOALS**

**OREGONIANS ARE SERVED BY STRONG AGENCIES AND A STRONG PUBLIC WORKFORCE**

- Oregon’s state workforce reflects the people it serves.
- Agency directors and leadership feel informed and understand their role in achieving the Governor’s vision.
- Small, medium and large agencies feel supported by DAS and feel comfortable giving and receiving feedback.

**AGENCY RESOURCES ARE AVAILABLE AND USED EFFICIENTLY, EFFECTIVELY AND TRANSPARENTLY**

- New agency projects, programs and initiatives are delivered on time and on budget.
- Existing agency operations are integrated into new projects/initiatives when appropriate.
- Agency operations demonstrate commitment to sustainability and energy efficiency.

**AGENCIES USE TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATIVE TOOLS TO DRIVE SUCCESS**

- IT projects are on time, on budget and delivered as promised.
- Agencies understand Oregon’s IT governance model and their role within it.
- External stakeholders understand Oregon’s IT environment, their role within it and how to navigate it.
- Enterprise IT systems are secure and reliable.
- Agencies use enterprise-wide data to identify trends and make informed decisions or recommendations.